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NEXT WAR IN-DEPTH, Part One
GAME PROFILE

THENEXTW4R

A State-of-the-Art Cyclopedia
by Mark Edwards
A great deal of this editor's personal blood
(figuratively and literallyl is invested in the com ponents of Next War - it was done in a shorthanded situation that requ ired me to throw myself
into the breach and actually do paste-ups_
And
at leas t that much effort w as expended by the
R&D group before and during the art push . The
result has been a game that is producing many
oohs-and -ahs from both garners and the defense
departments of the countries involved_ The game
is being taken very seriously by the pro s on both
sides if for no other reason than it is an intellig ible
compend ium of the European military situation
that ca n be held in one -hand (whi le bo xe d of
course'- RAS

APR IL 2, 1979. (A. P .) - FRANKFURT GERMANY - Soviet units of the 8th
Guards Army and the 1st Guards Tank Army
pushed over 50 miles into West Germany today in the first day of fighting in Europe.
Fulda, 19 miles from the East German
border, fell shortly after 8 a.m ., three hours
after Soviet units began the offensive.
Schweinfurt, locatcd 38 miles from the
border, held until 10 a.m., when elements of
the U.S. 8th MechanizedDivision were forced 1O retreat under heavy fire.
Far ther north, at Kassel, West German
brigades of the 2nd Jager division have been
invCllved in heavy fighting .. .
So goes the first game-turn in The Next
War, SP I's latest game of a hypothet.ical
Soviet invasion of Western Europe . This is
one of those big games, "vith over 2000
counters and three maps, making it as large
as. Terrible Swifl Sword. As a simulation, the
game is well done, and playable on many
levels, from small scenarios lasting two to
three hours and using only one quarter or
one map to gigamic campaign games lasting
week s, perhaps months.
The most beauti ful components are undoubtedly the maps - three 22" x 34" sheets
covering Europe from Denmark to Italy.
A lso included are two smaller map extensions covering the northern coast of Poland
and the eastern tip of Aust.ria . T here are 13
types of terrain, with airfields, ports and
even ferries printed on the map . There are 14
countrics on the maps, with 16 armies being
fielded. The maps' terrain features were
drawn from various sources illustrating
the areas of impedence to mechanized
movement.
The Warsaw Pact forces are set ti p as
divisions and, to reflect the dispersed nature

of their deployment NATO forces set up as
brigades . Both sides may freely combine
brigades into divisions and vice versa, with
three brigades per division (plus a division
base unit) being the normal exchange rate
(some divisions have four brigades, others
have two). The Soviets have only a 1.9-to-l
overall superiority in divisions starting on the
map with which to mount a strategic offensive. This does not mean the Soviets cannot
win: it does mean that they have to attack
carefully and decide where to mass units for
better odds. Of course, things change once
the rest of the Soviet army arrives (as reinforcements), giving them a 2.4-to-l odds
ratio (still not the optimum, but close enough
with care). Unfortunately, the reinforcements take time to arrive and get across the
map to [he front line, so if the Soviet player
holds back and waits for a substantial
number of them, his NATO counterpart has
more than enough lime to combine his units
and establish a tough prepared defense.
The combat units consist of mechanized
infantry and armor units for the most pan,
with airmobile/ airborne, alpine and special
[orces units in smaller quantities. The combat strengths of a Soviet mechanized division
are 13- 15 (attack and defense) . matched by
NATO divisions running from 12-26 (U.S.)
to 8-15 (Italian). A Soviel. armored division
rates at 16-)2 with NATO equivalents running rrom \5-24 (U .S.) LO 10- 14 (Italian).
Brigade strengths run anywhere from 1 to 3
on atlack and 2 to 4 on defense, so you can
sce why the Soviet would want to surprise
NATO's armies while they are broken down
rather than consolidated into divisions .
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A second class of units is formed by the
support elemen ts: artillery, mobile flak units
and fixed SAM sites, assault engincers, head-

quarters, division bases, electronic warfare
teams, and Soviet supply units. These may be
stacked with a combat unit or separately, but
they are rather fragile and have to be protected against enemy units that break
through the line . These units are usually
brigade sized, although there are some
regiments and battalions . Headquarters are
at Corps (NATO) and Army (WP) level.
Next War's air system is practically a
separate game. The Warsaw Pact air force
starts the game with 206 air units and 20
helicopter units, matched by NATO's 114 air
units and 61 helicopter uni ts. Air units range
from fighter planes (you'll love, or hate, the
F-I5 Eagles) to transports and reconnaissance aircraft. Each air unit represents a
squadron of planes. Each airfield marked on
the map has a separate holding box to keep
the sometimes gigantic stacks (Poland has
one airbase with 51 units!) off the map and to
make it easier for players to handle. On each
Game-Turn, all (or most) of these units are
removed to the Air Allocation Display and
then back again to their bases after air combat and ground strikes ha\re taken place. If
these un its were placed on the map , the situation would seem to be impossible, with air
uni ts spilling everywhere and ruining battles.
Helicopters are kept on map, as their appjication to the game is a tactical one affecting
battles on map regardless of air su periori ty.
Next War's naval system, set in Baltic
and Danish waters, is not as large as the air
system, but it is stiLl practically a separate
game. With 51 Warsaw Pact naval units to
NATO's 30, the Soviets have a 1.7-to-1 ratio
on this front, and with the amphibious
assault rules, this becomes a crucial battle.
The navies have their own airforces, separate
from the large airforces maintained by
NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Naval units include PT boats, minelayers and minesweepers, submarines, des troyers and guided
missile frigates. Minefields are a crucial element in the Battle of the Baltic.
The game also contains many types of
informational markers, most of which come
into play with the optional rules . At any
time, with all the optional rules in play, a
division can have from one to seven markers
on it, although the average is about three.
These markers reflect anything from comba t
resul ts to supply starus and movement mode.
Bridges can be blown (and repaired), flak
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units suppressed, etc., with most of these
operations noted by the use of counters. In
the large campaign games, this can make the
first turns a bit tedious, but I have yet to see
this stop a game or make it unplayable.
The rules set for the Next War is nicely
done, with a lot of data incorporated into it.
Aside from the 32-page rules book, there is a
separate booklet containing six smaller
scenarios and three campaign games. Also
included is a large (II-page) order of battle
section containing OB's and TO&E's for
everything from fronts .down to brigades. A
complete example of the air game is stashed
in the back of the rules where the designers
notes are usually found and a full set of oplional political, unreliability, and surrender
rules are provided to simulate possible rifts
between allied countries (such as East Germans not wanting to shoot West Germans,
the French wanting to nuke the Soviets even
if they have nOl started nuke warfare yet,
etc.) A four-and ·one-half page situation
briefing covers the European front in depth
with explanations of strength ratios, current
developments, etc. All in all a wealth of "extra" information is included in the game.
The scale of The Next War is large: 14
kilometers p~r hex and two days per turn.
While The Next War is basically an operalional game, its sheer size gives the game a
large amount of strategic feel. With such a
large front, the campaign games are best
played with three or more per side, although
you could manage it with less. As a comparison, the map for Fulda Gap takes up
about one quarter of the central map in The
Next War, and the game turns in Fulda are
half as long.
The sequence of play in The Next War
combines combat and movement into one
Phase. There is a movement point cost to
enter an enemy Zone of Control and to initiate combat, which units may do until they
run out of movement points or any result
other than a D is obtained on the Combat
Results Table. Any time the defender
retreats, units may advance and move off to
attack other enemy units through the use of
breakthrough zones (more on these later).
This appears to be the next step in the
Panzergruppe Guderian sequence of play, as
the combination of combat and movement
accomplishes the same thing as a secondary
Movement Phase.
Movement is similar to Terrible Swift
Sword, with two traveling modes and a third,
analogous to improved positions. Each mode
of operation symbolizes the state of the unit,
with Road Mode units able to receive road
benefits but giving the enemy a favorable die
modification when attacked. Furthermore,
units in road mode are not allowed to initiate
combat or enter enemy Zones of Control.
Units in Tactical Mode are the only units
capable of initiating combat and entering
enemy Zones of Control, and they are the
only units to possess a Zone of ControL The
third mode, Hedgehog, simulates the use of
improved positions. This is essentially the
same thing as the Improved Positions rule in
Fulda Gap, except that in The Next War

units may freely enter and exit hedgehog at
any time during their movement, instead of
changing into and out of Improved Positions
in a separate Phase. Units that would have
had to wait until the end of the tUfn in Fulda
and then have lost that turn's movement can
in The Next War be used by a player if the
need arises during his turn, or left in
hedgehog if all goes well.
Movement allowances differ greatly
from those of other wargames . A unit can expend as many as 50 movement points in a
Game-Turn, although there is a catch:
Fatigue. Units are allowed to move 20 points
with no adverse effect (10 for leg infimtry).
However, at the first expenditure of points
that exceeds this basic movement allowance
by one, a fatigue die roll is made with a 50-50
chance of the unit going to Fatigue Level I;
this increases the movement cost of all hexes
by one, gives the enemy a die modification
and cosJs IO movement points to removc. As
soon as a unit exceeds the basic movement
allowance by 11, another roll is made if the
unit is still unfatigued (a six saves it) or the
Level goes up to 2 if it was at Levell Fatiguc
before. Fatigue Level 2 increases the cost of
all hexes by 2. gives the enemy a die modification, and costs 20 points to remove. Expen.
ding near the maximum movement points,
.there is a chance of a step loss. This makes
for some strange situations, where the Warsaw Pact p']ayer often has to decide whether
to arrive fatigued on time or fresh but two
turns later.

Units can be lucky and go up to 41
points before becoming fatigued (automalic
after that), and this can lead to units dashing
through breakthrough zones and going over
a hundred kilometers before enemy units can
react. This is a bit unrealistic, as enemy units
would certainly be diverted to stop such
dashes in a matter of hours. The alternative,
however, is to go to one-day Game-Turns,
doubling the time it takes to play the game. (I
have played with this modification in a campaign game. It lakes a lot of effort to go more

than two Game-Turns without passing out
cold.) This large allowance gives the players
the ability to change the whole course of the
game with the movemenl of one or t.wo units
on a good turn. This also tends to pul a lot of
emotion in the game when an enemy division
gets loose in the vicinity of corps headquarters units!
The combat system is the real core of the .
land game, one that incorporates many new
concepts. About the only standard aspect of
the system is the odds Combat Results Table
(see Fig. I), but even this is a bit unusual, using two dice and a modification. system that
ranges from - 3 to 19. You will notice that
the results are not spread out evenly with all
the A results at one end and all the D results
at the other. While the table superficially
follows this pattern, several D results are
listed at the A end and vice versa. How much
of a die modification is good? Too much and
you might get an adverse result.
The whole combat system is based on a
large number of die modifications, which are
sometimes more important than the odds!
They are given for everything from unit
mode to fatigue, with terrain, fatigue, unit
size and cadre being the most used .
The rules on unit size take into account
the benefits of attacking a brigade with a
division. Brigades have a die modification of
2 against them and all combat step loss
results are doubled.
Cadreis similar to the Untried Unit pf0cedure in Fulda-Cap, since all units start out
with a national cadre rating (reflecting their
personnel quality) that varies considerably
from one country to another, and then may
become tried on a modified combat die roll
of 4 through 10 on the Combat Results
Table. The tried rating, however, is higher
than most national levels, and there is no way
a unit will lose a step by losing its rating,
other than because of the combat lhat tried
it. In Fulda, units may take step losses just
from becoming tried, whereas there is no
such adverse affect in The Next War.
The combat results themselves are fairly
standard, with four possible outcomes.
These are basically out of the Panzergruppe
Guderian/Drive on Stalingrad system, but
they have been modi fled . Split res-ults, such
as A 1101 or A1I2, have been eliminated and
attacking units are no longer allowed to
retreat as on A. Units may attack again if
their previous result was a D and they have
enough movement points left. D results can
be taken as retreats or step losses, but
retreating units lose their Zone of Control
and gain an unfavorable die modification. In
addition to the loss of a unit's Zone of Control, a breakthrough marker goes in the hex
that the unit retreated from, making it and
the six hexes surrounding it a breakthrough
zone. This zone negates all Zones of Control
corning into it and allows units to move
through it at a cost of four movement points
per hex.
Unils Lake step losses as in Panzergruppe Guderian, with three steps per unit,
but there is an important change in the
system. Units are not represented by two
{corui" u,d on puge 20/
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counters, one showing the unit full-strength
and the, other showing steps lost; instead
there are informational markers reflecting
the loss and the original countcr remains in
play. The unit's combat values remain unchanged while (you guessed it) the enemy
gains a favorab le die modification when that
unit participates in combat. The system is
slanted against the Warsaw Pact, since a
NATO unit with two steps lost has a die
modification of 2 against it, whereas a Warsaw Pact unit with two step losses has a 3
against it.
There are two different types of attacks
(hereafter called assaults): regular assault
and disengagement . Regular assault is bas ic
combat, costing 4 movement points to initiate and coming in three flavors: standard,
column, and accelerated . Column assault is
merely a method of attacking hastily at the
expense of strength. It costs only 2 movemen t points to initiate but the attack strength
is halved before computing the odds.
Since combat is a function of movement
and you are not allowed to move two combat
units at t.he same timc, it would seem impossible to attack with more than one unit.
To correct this, a rule called Wave assault
was developed. This gives the attacker a column shift for each division (or equivalent)
thal is adjacent to the defender. Let's see just
how th is works . Example (see Fig. II): During the Warsaw Pact land stage, the Soviet
player decides to use Wave assault against
the U. S. 11 th armored cavalry brigade. The
27th Guards mechanized division moves adjacent and initiates combat. Die modificalions are as follows: the U .S. has a 2 for terrain and a 3 ror cadre, giving them a 5; the
Soviets have a 4 for cadre and a 2 for unit
size, a six total. This gives the Soviets a 1
(6-5 = I), which is negative since they are the
attacker. The odds are 13-to-4 or 3-to-l and
the Soviet player throws a lOon the dice,
which goes down to a 9. This is an A result so
BGUREIJ: Wave Assa ult
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the 27th Guards must lose astep and may not
attack again. Since the result was a 9, both
units become tried and lose their original
cadre ratings.
Now the 35th Motor Rifle Division
moves up to surround the unit and cut it off.
Note that this would not work if another
NATO unit were adjacent to the lIth armored cavalry, since units may retreat into
friendly-occupied hexes . The U.S. now has a
5 for veterans' cadre and a 2 for terrain; the
Soviets are the same as in the previous attack.
This gives NATO a I, which is positive since
NATO is.defending. The odds go up from a
3-to-1 to a 4- to-I because the 27th Guards are
adjacent to the defender (Wave assault). The
Soviets roll a 7, which goes to an 8, a D
result. NATO must take two step losses
(because of unit size), and the 35th Division
attacks again. The die modifications must
now be recalculated since the 35th mechanized is tried and the defender has taken a loss.
The U.S . has a 5-total ( - 2 for the slep loss)
.and the Soviets a 7 (they are now tried). The
odds are again 4-to-J and the die modification is a 2 for the Soviets. A 10 comes up,
goes down to an 8, which is contact, and
there is no effect, other than to end movement for the 35th.
Finally. the 7th Guards Tank Division
moves in for the kill. The Soviets have a 6 as
in the first attack and the U.S . a 5. This is a
I in the Soviets' favor at 5-to-I odds (up from
3-to-1 because of two adjacent divisions).
The roll is a 6, which is read as a 5 on the
FIGURE Ill: Accelerated Assault

FIGURE IV: Disengagement
Combat Results Table, a D result. Since the
armored cavalry cannot retreat and it has
already taken two step losses, it is dead.
Accelerated assault simulates the Soviet
brand of Blitzkrieg doctrine, giving units the
ability to enter breakthrough zones and execute assaults at a reduced cost. Nothing is
ever free, however, and there are restrictions.
Units using accelerated assault must move at

least their basic movement allowances and
must employ fatigue movement if terrain or
assault costs force them to exceed their
movement, as they usually will. They must
attack every unit whose Zone of Control they
enter and may move only in a northwesterly
or southwesterly direction. As to the exact
limitations on the amount of north-south
movement a unit using accelerated assault
may employ, the rules do not say. This
obscurity is rather surprising, as SPI has
already developed a fully clarified rules
system covering this in Fulda Gap .
Accelerated assault is best used to
penetrate the line and attack the support
units behind it. If you will examine Fig. 1II,
you will see how this is accomplished. The
47th Guards have just caused the German
3/1 armored brigade to retreat. It has lost its
Zone of Control and a breakthrough marker
has gone into the hex into which the 47th
Guards has advanced (mandatory advance
after combat).
The Soviet player has designated the
32nd Motor Rifle Division as an accelerated
assault unit at the beginning of the Movement and Combat Phase, and now uses it to
capitalize on the retreat of the German 3/ I
brigade. Movement point costs are as
follows: 2 points to enter a clear hex in tactical mode; 5 points to enter each breakthrough zone hex (2 for terrain and 3 for the
enemy Zone of Control. The total is 22, and
the 32nd mechanized must now roll for
fatigue and then spend four movement
points. to attack. Note that the German III
mechanized brigade's Zone of Control is
ncgated by the breakthrough wne, making
this dash behind the lines possible. The German 1st PG division base is not stacked with
a combat unit and therefore is not allowed by
the rules to retreat, but must take step losses
instead! This illustrates the objectivc of this
type of attack: to get at the weaker support
units without which the army .cannot
operate. This unit has probably seen its last,
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since if it is forced La take a step loss, it has
only one step and dies . Of course, the Germans had it coming for not protecting the
base, something which the average player
should do . (If he can, sometimes a NATO
division base is the oniy thing available for
holding a line!)
Disengagement is .rhe.only way to retreat
without losing a line in the process. Fig. IV
shows how this works . The Italian Folgore
mechanized division attempts to disengage
from the Hungarian 5th Tank Division.
Disengagement is calculated as if the nonphasing unit were attacking the disengaging
unit, giving the odds of 12-to-15 or I-to-2.
The combat results have different meanings
when applied to disengagements, with A being a successful attempt (the unit gets to
retreat without losing its Zone of Control
and without enemy advance - see Fig. I).
Die modifications work almost the same way
but the phasing unit gets the terrain benefit,
if any. In this case the Italians have a 2 for
cadre and the Hungarians have a 3 for their
cadre; a I for the Hungarians which is
negative. The Folgore division gets to retrcat
without losing its Zone of Control.
The Pezzulo del Friuli armored cavalry
brigade is not so lucky. Since a unit must
disengage from all adjacent enemy units, the
PdF. brigade must attempt it from both the
5th Tank and the 17th mechanized divisions.
The odds are 22-to-2 or II-to-I so you can
see that the Italian player is going to be lucky
if he gets to retreat at all, much less without
the enemy advance. If combat odds exceed
7-to-lthe attacker gains a I die modification
for every level of odds over 7-to-l. The
Italians have a 2 for cadre, and the
Hungarians have a 3 for cadre, a 2 for unit
size, and a 4 for four levels of odds Over 7-toI, 9 total. The Hungarians have a 7 in their
fa vor (negative) and the throw is 6, which
goes down to a -), a D. The disengagement
fails, and the PdF. brigade remains in place.
There are two supply systems in The
Next War, a fast line system and an add-on,
optional system that covers the amount of
organic supplies carried with a unit when it
has been cut off from general supply .
The two sides trace their supply lines differently, to the advantage of NATO . NATO
traces its supply line from the unit to any
corps headquarters of the same nationality
and then off. The Warsaw Pact traces its supIy from the unit to any A rmy headquarters
and then to a Front. Supply Head. There are
very few of these units, making them targets
for NATO. Also, the supply line from the
Front Supply Head to the mapedge is
vlnerable to NATO air interdict.ion.
The real innovation in The Next War's
supply system lies in the organic supply rules.
Units are given an amount of organic supply
which is carried with them and is used
anytime the unit is out. of general supply.
This is broken down into three categories:
Fuel, Ammunition, and Flak Ammunition .
Every time a unit is out of general supply and
participates in combat (as either attacker or
defender) it expends an ammunition point.
Every time an air unit is subjected to flak, the

firing unit expends an ammunition point,
and every time a unit out of general supply
moves more· than 5 movement points, a fuel
point is expended. This is a very important
rule: it allows units like the 32nd division in
the above accelerated assault example to accomplish more than if they were immediately
put out of supply, yet it sets a limit on how
much these units can do and how long they
can hold out. This gives players the ability to
sacrifice units for important rear-area objectives . Rear-guard units and reserves are
essential.
Units will still run out of organic supply ,
as the allowances are small; 2 fuel and ammo
for NATO and 3 fuel and ammo for the Warsaw Pact. NATO units that run out of ammunition cannot attack, but Warsaw Pact
units can. While this may seem to make the
Warsaw Pact units out as supermen, any unit
that participates in combat ""hile out of ammo has a die modification of 8 applied
against it. Units that attack while out of ammo are not going to do very well anyway.
There is also a provision for ammunition
rationing.
The air system involves a separate set of
Combat Result Tables and its own set of offmap displays . These displays are divided into
four separate air sectors, each with three
levels of air operations . The first of these
levels is air superiority, where planes fight it
out for the comral of the sector. Then
follows the interception level, where planes
attempt to punch through enemy fighter
cover and attack the opponents' third level,
the ground attack level.
Each level contains a number of air
groups, of up to three units each, the composition of which is decided by the player.
There is a mle forcing players to fill all
preceding groups to the maximum before
they may have a group with less than three air.
units. Each air group attacks a corresponding air group on the other player's display in
sequence until one player runs out 'of groups,
ending the combat round . The number of
Warsaw Pact units is subtracted from the
number of NATO units to determine which
table the air groups' combat is resolved on.
This is done for each group as it engages in
combat.

or damaged a step. Air uniLs that have lost a
step and damaged their other step cannot fly
until they are repaired. One group or the
other always aborts as a result of air-to-air
combat.
Once the first round of air combat on
the air superiority level in a sector has finished it is determined if either player has control
(no opposipg units left) of that level. If so,
his units may drop down to the interception
level and join in the fray there. If not, then
players continue the high-altitude musical
chairs until one of them has control, but
units may not. then drop down.
The interception level is fought for in
the same manner, but. with one major difference; the winner of that level will be allowed to attack the opposing ground support
level and his own ground support automatically penetrates to the battlefield. The player
whose ground support level is being attacked
is aJ10wed to abort those units before they are
attacked, but then he cannot use them for
ground support.
Units that make it onto the battlefield
may attack in concert with ground forces or
by themselves, and may attempt to suppress
enemy flak. The last is, in many cases, the
most important as flak attacks can rip air
units to shreds . 1 have seen ground attacks
where every air unit took damage and the
player was left with odds so poor they could
do no damage .
NATO can use its ground attack aircraft
to attempt to interdict Soviet supply lines,
cutting down the amount of units a Front
Supply Head can handle and giving all those
tracing their supply through an interdicted
hex a 4 die modification against them (they
may, of course, escape the penalty temporarily by drawing on organic supply) .
Air units that have damaged steps can be
repaired at the end of the Turn , but there is
no way to retrieve steps lost. Air units have to
be at the right base to be repaired, and so certain bases are very important. Since all bases
are represented on the map, they can be
taken on the ground, making some of them
crucial objectives. For instance, there is only
one F-III base, and while it is a respect.able
distance away from the border, the Soviet
player might sacrifice a division for it.

Each fighter unit has separate ratings
for combat on the air superiority and interception levels . The appropriate ratings are
averaged for all the planes' in a group lO
determine the group combat value . Then the
\Varsaw Pact average is subtracted from the
NATO average to yield a differential, which
determines the Combat Result Table col umn. An optional pilot system gives each
country its one die modification which is subtracted from that of the opponents. Wild
\Veasel electronic counter-measure aircraft
are also represemed as a die modification.
These modifications are very important on
the one"die air-to-air Combat Results Tables.
Each air unit has two steps, and there
are two combat results that can affect them.
Steps can be either damaged or lost. The
counters are back-printed with one-step
values that apply when a unit has either lost

Helicopters a re distinct from the air
system and arc more rightly kept. on the' map
with the land units. They take steps lost but
not damaged, making them fragile units .
They are subject to flak like aircraft but with
two drawbacks: while the results on the flak
Combat Results Table are steps lost and/or
damaged for aircraft, all results are changed
to steps lost for helicopters, and while aircraft get flak ked only by enemy units in
range of the target . hex, helicopters must.
trace a movement path and can be flakked
anywhere along it. They are powerful units,
however, as they can move during either
player's land stage and they have high
ground aLLack ratings. There are never
enough of them, not even for NATO, since
they get destroyed so easily.
The naval. system in The Next War
brings some basic changes to the Sixth Flee!
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combat system. Some of the major changes
include the combination of movement and
combat, a two-dice revised Combat Results
Table with an outright chance of destroying
units, and a search system that preceeds combat. The most interesting of all these changes
is the Combat Results Table itself. In Sixth
Fleet, all CombaLResults Table results were
retreats, and the way to kill a unit was to surround it. This leads to a bloodless combat
system that maximizes the importance of
position . In The Next War, the Combat
Results Table results are ships damaged with
"critical hits" probability that can eliminate
units . This is a major change in the system
since units that lasted 16 hours (two turns) in
Sixth Fleet are lucky to last half that long in
The Next War .
The sequence of play is altered drastically from Sixth Fleet's system with the latter's
8 hour Game-Turns being cut to 4 hours.
Thus there are 12 naval Turns to one land
Turn. They say modern naval combat is fast,
but I didn't know it was that fast! The
system's sequence of play is fairly simple
though, making twelve naval Turns manageable before returning to the land Turn. Even
so, not all of these naval Turns have to be
played out. There is a simple initiative system
that allows for the possibility of neither
player wanting to fight it out on the high
seas. If so, then the naval Turn is skipped
and play proceeds to the next naval Turn .
One of the major rules in Sixth Fleet is
the priority of targets within a stack. You are
not allowed to altack a unit at the bottom of
a stack unless all the units have been
previously attacked. This has been changed
along with another rule, that you cannot attack a unit twice. Now you can attack a unit
any number of times, but you may only attack the top unit in a stack.
The one addition to the rules system is
the addition of a search system that preceeds
combat. It is a search once system, with units
spotted for the rest of the game once they arc
first successfully searched. This is totally
new, as in Sixth Fleet you could attack any
unit on the map without preliminaries. It
adds a flavor of uncertainty to naval combat,
since if you fail to detect your opponent, he
may search you and attack first!
Naval units are very fragile, as any result
other than no effect will take a ship out of
combat. True, though you can repair ship
units, it takes a whopping 340 naval Turns
(over 28 land Turns), so don', expect to reuse damaged ships.
The naval system has its own air game,
using the same rules as the large air system,
but affecting the Baltic. There are few naval
airfields and no carriers for either side, so
players can expect to lose this air arm if they
are careless.
The whole naval system lies into the
land game by way of the amphibious assault
rules. Warsaw Pact marine units can be
transported to any coastal hex and then landed by means of amphibious ships. Alternately, these units can be disembarked at a
friend Iy port.

No game on modern combat that is this
large could be complete without representing
the various specially-trained units maintained by modern armies. Included in the game
are special forces (commandos), airmobile
and airborne units, and alpine units. All of
these units have their Own special capabilities, and all of them are rather weak when
out of their element.

Special forces operate quite differently
from normal combat units. When attacked
they automatically retreat and can be easily
picked off by the enemy. They are given
special missions from among three types.
They can knock out airfields, ports and perform communication assaults on stacks containing only support units . Note that corps
HQs and division bases are support units.
They get to eliminate as many brigades as
there are assaulting units. These units are
best saved until the enemy makes a mistake
. by leaving something vital open to the skies.
All . special forces move by transport
helicopter.
_
Airborne and airmobile units are airtransportable combat troops. Both types depend on their transport for deployment and
therefore are vulnerable while in them. They
add that frantic excitement that comes from
a well-prepared air drop made to save a I.ost
position, or roll up an enemy Hne. Helicopter
transports are especially ·vulnerable to flak en
route.

My favorite of these units are the Alpine
forces with their special movement capabilities. Although . they may never enter Road
Mode and are leg infantry and may only
move half as far as normal units, they can
move through rough I at a cost of 1 movement point and rough 2 at a cost of 2 movement points (two and four points for units in
road mode, respectively). They can a.lso cross
the Alpine hexsides at a cost of ten movement points. No other unit can do this.
These units were developed for use in
the Austrian, Italian, German, and French
Alps. Since the alpine passes are usually only
one hex wide, there is plenty of room for
units to retreat, yet the narrow pass allows
only one enemy division to attack .
Then, of course, there is The Bomb.
Tactical nuclear warfare is represented
almost exactly as in Fulda Gap, with a
nuclear plot and three types of delivery
systems: air, artillery, and surface-to-surface
missiles. Each side has a total limit on the
amount of warheads available and the
number that may be used in anyone game
turn. Hexes that are attacked by nuclear
weapons can be contaminated, unless the
players use the optional neutron warhead
rule, giving NATO "clean" nukes with no
contamination.
As ill Fulda Gap, nuclear warfare is conducted during a separate phase than the

Movement Phase. Whil~ they are · powerful
like this, I feel that they should be played
during ·the Movement Phase so that the
players can react to their own nuclear warfare. There are also chemical warfare rules in
The Next War, mostly to the benefit of the
Warsaw Pact player. Two types of chemicals
may be employed, with the harsher of the
two, persistent chemicals, .contaminating
hexes like nuke warfare. Once the Warsaw
Pact has initiated nuclear or chemical warfare, NATO may follow up with his own
nuke/chemical attack, although by then he
will need it to maintain a defensive parity
with the Warsaw Pact forces.
Electronic warfare is represented by
support units which mayor may not work in
battle. Since the Soviets build their Electronic Warfare simpler than the NATO
equivalent, theirs tend to work more often.
The Next War is a game that is playable
on many levels. The scenarios indicate this,
as there is an abundance of various-sized
situations. The medium scenarios, such as
the Fulda game and the North German
plains. can be played in two or three hours,
making The Next War as much a nice small
game as it is a monster when a campaign
game with all the optional rules is played.
There are two smaller scenarios involving
few units for players to cut their teeth on,
medium sized scenarios to provide a long
evening's game, and of course, the three
campaign games and endless variants that
can be made of them.
Of the two small scenarios, Vienna is a
good one to learn the game on; it's the invasion of Austria by various and sundry Warsaw Pact nations trying to overrun her largest
city. Can Austria hold Vienna until the
Italians arrive?
Berlin focuses on the fated defense of
the western half of the city, with an international cast of thousands (just one British, one
French and one American brigade, really).
The Warsaw Pact gets to hold public executions in the former capital ofGermany .
There are four medium sized scenarios,
each taking an evening to play. These
scenarios involve larger armies and air forces
than the two small scenarios and more optional units.
The Baltic scenario focuses on the major
strategic goal of the northern Soviet front to take Denmark and allow the Baltic fleet to
break out into the North Sea. NATO is outnumbered and barely outclassed by the
Soviet forces, but if the NATO player is
lucky, he can hold out until reinforcements
arrive.
The Fulda scenario represents one of the
most famous hypothetical fronts, combining
two former enemies in the common defense
of central Europe. The American forces are
deployed in the south with the Germans to
the norlh. Several im portan t NATO air bases
are in this area, including Rhein-Main attack
helicopter base with nine AH-l Cobra TOWloaded choppers. But the Soviets can, with
effort, push the NATO rorces back to the
Rhine river. Will the Americans be able to
SlOp them?
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The industrial center of Germany, the
Ruhr, is put on the defense in the North German Plains scenario. Three Soviet armies
come crashing down on scattered NATO
brigades that must stop the drive before
billions of dollars worth of factories fall into
Soviet hands.
The last of the non-Campaign-game
scenarios is the largest, combining Fulda
with the North German Plains game to cover
the Main Front. This game provides the feel
of the campaign game although it is simpler.
All the optional rules can be used , with the
exception of the naval system. It can be
played by more than one player per side.
The Campaign Games themselves are
divided into three separate scenarios: Sudden
War, Spring Maneuvers, and the Tension
Scenario. Sudden War simulates a sudden,
unprepared drive by the Soviets t rying to
catch NATO by surprise. The Soviets start
with a fairly weak force compared to that of
the Tension game, but NATO is totally
spread out and vulnerable. Readers have
heard of the annual Soviet spring maneuvers
and of speculation that they might take the
opportunity to launch a built-up offensive,
with some element of surprise. In the S~ring
Maneuvers scenario, the Soviets start out
stronger than they do in the Sudden War, but
NATO gets a limited amount of pre-game
maneuver. The Tension scenario s·jmulates a
Soviet build-up in peacetime with the loss of
all surprise. NATO gets to build up its forces,
too, and has the time to set up the best possible defense, but the Soviet force becomes
truly awesome as a seemingly endless stream
of reinforcement divisions arrives GameTurn after Game-Turn. Tension is the word
for it as the Warsaw Pact Player gets to
choose when to launch the war, without informing the NATO player in advance, and
can merrily redeploy his forces until he spots
what he thinks is the fatal flaw in the NATO
defense and gives the "shoot" order to those
MiGs which have been going up Game-Turn
after Game-Turn without exchanging fire.
When the balloon finally goes uP. the dug-in
NATO player learns the meaning of Soviet
"echelon assault" when the second and third
echelons are en tire armies!
When the Campaign Game is played
with all optional rules, the individual GameTurns often last hours with that War in the
East feeling of the game playing you. Still, a
lot comes out about the European front that
is not transmitled by the smaller scenarios .
The entire feeling of several disintegrated
countries staving off a well-composed attacker is present only in the Campaign
Game.
The situation is a good one, although
not without its problems. The game can
easily become unplayable with . even a few
variants in it, and it is nearly so in its largest
form. Yet, since it can function on the level
of a small game, I feel that it is worth the fairly expensive twenty-eight dollar price tag. It
definitely will not appeal to many garners,
although modern enthusiasts and that halfcrazed human breed known as big garners ·
will find an enjoyable game containing a
wealth of information . • •

NEXT WAR IN-DEPTH, Part One

ACRT..BASED
ANALYSIS

Planning for the Modifiers

byJohn G. Alsen
In the following article, John Alsen of
St. Paul, Minnesota takes a look at The Next
War Combat Results Table and argues that it
dominates the game. In the next issue of
MOVES we will take a more critical look at
the table itself
_
Although the. designer, James Dunnigan, has included many new ideas and concepts in The Next War, he has not created a
complex game system. The mechanics of the
simulation are simple and straightforward.
The complexity of the game arises from the
many decisions that must be made by the
player during the course of even a single
game-turn. But unlike so many current
games, the many decisions of the players
come together at a single focal point: the
Combat Results Table. The Combat Results
Table influences every action undertaken by
the players in this simulation. Understanding
how and why this is so and understanding the
intricacies of the Combat. Results Table is an
absolute necessity. Almost every action by a
unit affects the number of combat modifiers
allowed a given unil in a combat situation.
Combat dice-roll modifiers are just as important to the resolution of attacks as the actual
odds of the attack. Because the modifiers affect combat in such an extreme manner, it
can be said that the players direct their actions to gain the greater level of dice-roll
modifiers.
Since dice-roll modifiers are so important to the play of the game, they should be
described in detail. Knowledge of these
modifiers will also be necessary when further
developing the reasons behind the domination of the Combat Results Table in this
game.
The following modify the combat
resolution dice-roll:
1. Terrain. The defender adds to his to tal the
effects of the terrain.
2. Cadre Rating. Both sides add their cadre
rati ng.
3. Mode. Units attacked in road mode add 4
to attacker's total; units in hedgehog add 2 to
defender's.
4. Supply. Units attacked out of supply add
8 to attacker'S total.
5. Fatigue. Fatigue level is added to total for
both sides.
6. Chemical Warfare. 1-3 die-roll modifiers
added to user's total.

7. Electronic Warfare. [f successfully initiated, 3 is subtracted from opponent's
total.
8. Berlin Garrison. Units defending Berlin
add 2 to their total.
9. Different size units. Combat between different sized units adds modifiers.
10. Steps lost. J -3 modifiers added to opponent's total depending on steps lost and
nationality.
11. Odds over 7-1 or under 1-2. Modifiers
added on attacks over 7-1 and subtracted on
attacks under 1-2.
12. No-Zone-of-Control marker. Units
forced to retreat lose their ZOC and add 2 to
opponent's total.
These modifiers are totaled for each
side. The difference between them is the
number by which the side with the higher
total may modify the dice-roll. This total
may be added to or subtracted from the dice
total at. the advantaged player's discretion .
Also the entire total does not have to be used. The number used is the player's decision.
Up to now r have been primarily
describing the basic version. In the following
analysis of t.he Combat Results Table, the
basic game is the foundation used. Actually,
the plethora of optional rules add little to the
already described movement, combat and
dice-roll modification systems.
The underlying theme of this article is
the dominance of the Combat Results Table
in the actions of the players during the course
of the player turn. The Combat Results
Table in The Next War is consulted constantIy . Why? Because combat. is a function of
movement. Movement from point A to point
B usually involves some sort of combat.
Almost every action occurring during a Turn
affects the dice-roll modifiers in some manner. All this comes together in one place: the
Combat Results Table. A player's success in
The Next War will be directly proportional to
his understanding of the Combat Results
Table in use.
The Land Combat Results Table is
reproduced on page 20. This is not the usual
type of Combat Results Table. First, the die
roll runs from - 3 to 19. This is far greater
than the range found in most Combat
Result Tables. Second, the odds represented
run from 1-2 to 7-1. This is a ~ shtly narrower range than the average Combat
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Results Table . Third, there are only four different results on the table. This is slightly
misleading because the table is used for two
distinct types of combat (assault and disengagement.). In game terms, there are actually eight different results. Lastly, you will
see that the results do not seem to follow any
conventional paUern (especially for an SPI
game) . Given the two-dice range of results,
any result is possible except at the extreme
ends of the table. The great range of possible
results in this 2-12 table emphasizes the importance of the dice-roll modifiers in the
game. In fact, you may find yourself figuring
the total modifiers of yourself and your opponent and consulting the table to see which
odds will be necessary to give a reasonable
chance of success .
In the analysis of any combat results
table. the probability of any given result is
important. Figure V is the breakdown of the
percentage chance of any of the four results
occurring at any of the odds represented with
dice-roll modifiers of up to five in either
direction. The somewhat random appearing
Combat Results Table now has some
semblance of order. Generally speaking, the
chance of a favorable resull. for the attacker
improves as (he odds increase and as the diceroll modifiers 'i ncrease in the attacker's
favor. You will nOle that there are some
rather unusual elemenLS in the Combat
Results Table. For example, on the 5-1 column a dice modification lOtal of - 5 incl udes
the chance of an "A". A result such as this
does not exist in the 3-1,4-1,6-1 or 7-1 columns! On the other hand, the 5-1 column has
a lesser chance of an "A2" result than the
4-1, 6-1 and 7-1 columns. There are more little oddities such as this, but it is up to the participants to discover these little delights for
themselves. [Until MOVES #42, lhat is.
-S. D.]
Actually, the same situation is so fluid
that the information in Figure V is relatively
useless in a strict analysis of the Combat
Results Table vis a vis what is happening on
the maps heel.. The only useful comparisons
can be made with 0 d ice-roll modifiers. Unfortunately, the great number of possible
dice-roll modifiers means the 0 row is rarely
used. Most land combats involve several
variables wh'ich materialize in dice-roll
modification advantage to either the attacker
or defender. And , we must remember I.hat
there are two types of combat resolved using
the Combat Results Table. The four results
mean different outcomes for the different
types of attacks. Therefore, we cannot look
directly to Figure V to get an immediate
determination of what is o r is nOl a favorable
result. We must consider other variables,
many of which are peculiar to the type of
combat sought by the attacker.
The most common lype of combat is
assault combat. The meaning of the four
results (A, A2, C or D) are explained in
Figure L As you can see, there is only one
completely favorable resull for the attacker,
that being " D". But, this is misleading.
Obtail1ing a result of "0" does not automatically mean you have won the attack.

FIGURE V: Combat Result Percentage Breakdown
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Given the retreat-or-lose-steps option of the
defender there is always the chance the
defender will act in a manner not to your liking. It is entirely possible that the defender
will take losses when you most want him to
retreat or retreat when you are trying dearly
to inflict casualties. There is no way to insure
that the defender will react in the manner
most favora ble to you. Figure V also shows
another aspect of the' 'D " result. Even at 7-1
odds with 7 dice-roll modifiers in favor of the
attacker, there is no guarantee that a "n"
will occur. There is still a 16 .7070 chance that
a "c" will come up. This does not seem like
much, but it does represent a one in six
chance of failure with everything gOing for
you. This can be almost fatal for those
garners who live by figuring odds to the exact
factor needed for a favorable result [and
maddening to everyone else. - S. D.]

fore, you want your first units to hold their
positions if they do not obtain a "D" result.
You now have a situation where two results,
~'O" or "C," are aceptable, though "D" is
still preferable. By referrin_g to Figure V, the
attacker sees that there are several combinations of odds and dice-roll modifiers which
give a high percentage of acceptable results.
Later in your attack you may need to secure
the flanks of your breakthrough. A good tactic in this regard is attacking to "pin" the
defender in their current position. You may
find a "C" result highly desirable if the mandatory advance after combat of the enemy
unit after "0" is rolled will put your unit in
an exposed position or inadvertantly open a
hole in your own lines. Again the attacker
has the option of jockeying the odds and dieroll modifiers to obtain the greatest chances
of a favorable result.

At this stage it seems that attacking the
enemy is an iffy proposition. But an experienced NW player knows the frontal attack is not the best tactic. With the
defender's option to retreat or take losses,
the only sure method of eliminating enemy
units is to surround them and force them to
take step losses by removing their retreat
path. The best method to surround enemy
units is by continually hitting the weak sectors in the enemy lines until they are stretched
to the breaking point. This allows your units
to rush through into the rear areas cutting off
supply lines and retreat paths. Only then will
you be able to directly assault the enemy's
strongpoints with any chance of success.
The key to success is determination of
what is enough strength. Since the Combat
Results Table is never certain, you are dealing in probabilities. Taken hand-in-hand
with the unique movement/combat sequence
of The Next War you must be able to judge
approximately how many divisions and support units it will take to have a reasonable
chance of breaking through. Any major effort. on the attack will be an escalating attack.
That is, divisions will be fed into the attack
one at a time umil you achieve your objective
or are halted by the defender. Against a
prepared defense, the first units into the attack cannot be expected to do the job. This is
clearly indicated by the analysis of the Combat Resu lts Table and the defender's option
of taking steps or retreating. The attack
should unfold with the initial attackers forcing the defenders back. Eventually, the
defender must stand and take casualties or be
faced with a hole in his line. If the attacker
has allocated enough divisions to the assault,
he will have enough strength to make the
final push into the enemy rear areas.
As the attack develops, the" D" result
may not always be necessary. In some instances the "C" result may be acceptable or
even desired. For example, as your assault
develops, you may be confronted with an
enemy position that you cannot force back
with your first attacks. But, if you can get
some units into position for a wave assault
(every division in the defender's ZOC raises
the odds ratio by one), your chances of forcing the position increase dramatically. There-

What first appears as a Combat Results
Table overwhelmingly favo ring the defender
has sufficient favorable results for the attacker in a mobile battle. Sooner or later the
attacker will be forced to attaek the opponent's strength in a straigh tfo rward
assault. T he Combat Results Table will present a different type of decision for the attacker in this situation. The most likely
scenario for a frontal assault is a pocket of
units occupying a city or important terrain
feature. For the sake of illustration, assume
several Warsaw Pact divisions are trying to
eliminate surrounded NATO brigades in an
important cit.y-hex complex . The battle will
become one of attrition with a defender fi rmIy entrenched in excellent defensive terrain.
Just about any NATO brigade entrenched in
a cit.y-hex will produce a dice-roll modification in their favor or only a slight modification for the Warsaw Pact. Looking at Figure
V you will see that all odds between - 2 and
2 dice-roll modifiers will have at least a slight
chance of an "A" result. This result virtually
removes any Warsaw Pact unit from combat
either through depletion of its combat steps
or forcing continued combat with an additional 3 dice-roll modifiers added to t.he
NATO total. Under these circumstances the
Warsaw Pact player must reinforce the attack with more divisions. Because city-hexes
negate the effect of wave attacks, any result
other than "0" is unfavorable to the WP
players. And, as we know, the chance of a
"0" is never a sure item. With "C" stopping
the assault, "A" nearly eliminating the unit
and "A2" eliminating any attacking unit,
the chances of a small force being successful
is very slight. Those who have played the
Berlin Scenario know this from experience.
The attacker must decide what level of
losses he will accept in the assault and
allocate his strength accordingly. The attacker must be careful not to allow the attack
to consume his entire offensive strength . The
percentages of Figure V should give the
players a rough estimate of how costly a
frontal assault will be. Likewise, Figure V
can be helpful in choosing the locations of
your assaults when confronted with
defenders of varying defense strengths and
possible dice-roll modifiers . The attacker will

always be conscious of his own strengths and
should be able to estimate the maximum
number, of units he can move into a given
area. Figure V illustrates the chances of successes with an attack of a known strength.
Not everybody can be the attacker at all
times. Situations will arise in which it is wiser
and safer to be at point B rather than point
A. To complicate matters, you may find
yourself adjacent to an enemy unit whose
Zone of Control has your unit firmly in its
grip. It is time to call for a Disengagement
Attack. This is identical in procedure to an
assault attack by the non-phasing unit. The
unit attempting disengagement calculates the
attack as though he were being attacked by
the enemy. The odds used are the nOI1phasing player versus the phasing player. All
applicable dice-roll modifiers are added to
the dice-roll. The difference is in the results
on the Combat Results Table. Refer to
Figure I for an explanation of the various
results. There are two flavors of disengagements. The better result is the disengagement
which allows your unit to leave the opposing
unit's Zone of Control without him being
able to pursue your unit. The lesser result
allows the opposing unit to follow the
retreating unit as far as the opposing player
desires. This and the construction of the
Combat Results Table provide some insight
into the applications of a discngagement attack.
There are three basic situations in which
the disengagement attack can be used: a
smaller unit disengaging from a larger unit; a
unit leaving a similar-sized unit; and a large
unit attempting to disengage from a smaller
unit. Size refers to the combat strengths of
the units involved rather than their actual onboard size designations. In the case of a small
unit trying to disengage from a larger unit,
we are talking about disengagement odds of
3-1 and higher. Naturally, the larger the difference between the tWO units involved, the
harder it is to disengage. But the most critical
consideration is the dice-roll modifier. For
example, an attempt at 7-1 odds with no diceroll modifier advantage to either side is successful only on one of five times; if you have
one dice-roll modifier in your favor, your
chances improve to one in four chances. As
the dice-roll modifiers increase in your favor
your chances become very good. As the diceroll modifiers lessen, your chances become
slim. The key to disengaging from larger
units is the condition or the units involved. A
unit in good order (with a dice-roll modifier
advantage) will be able to leave even the
strongest enemy formations. Conversely, a
strong unit in poor condition will be unable
to prevent good order defenders from withdrawing. Poor order defenders have little
chance of going anywhere.
Units possessing similar strengths in a
disengagement situation present a sligh tly
different picture. Using the odds of 1- 1 and
2- 1 to represent this situation, Figure V
shows that the non-phasing player is almost
helpless in preventing a withdrawal. Even
with the attacker facing a defender with a 5
dice-roll modifier advantage he has a SO/SO
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chance of disengaging (remember the attacker is the phasing player even though the
odds are figured as though the non-phasing
player is attacking the phasing player). Once
the dice-roll modifier level of the nonphasing player reaches 1 or the dice-roll
modifier favors the phasing player, the
chances of preventing a disengagement are
not good. If the phasing player has a dice-roll
modifier advantage of 3 or more, he cannot
be prevented from leaving your Zone of Control.
The disengagement situation for larger
units attempting to leave the Zone of Control
of smaller is only slightly different from the
preceding one. As illustrated by Fjgure V,
there is little a smaller unit can do to prevent
a withdrawal even with a tOn of dice-roll
modifiers. The phasing player will always
have an even chance of being able to leave.
As the difference in strengths increases, the
phasing player will always have dice-roll
modifiers to add because the disengagement
odds will be less than 1-2.
This outline of what to expect in withdrawal situations can be used to plan
strategies for use during your turn. For example, presume you are the Soviet player at
the start of The Next War. The general.situation is one ot your divisions facing the

brigades of the NATO player. The initial setup offers the Warsaw Pact player several opportunities {o thrust deep into NATO territory. The Warsaw Pact player must decide
how much strength to use in the attack and
how much strength to allocate for securing
the flanks. If most of the strength is used for
the assault, the Warsaw Pact divisions must
break-down to provide flank security. But,
this will allow the NATO units to withdraw
fairly easily, as most NATO brigades are
stronger than their Warsaw Pact counterparts. The Warsaw Pact player can use divisions in the flanks but he will see his assault
run out of momentum earlier. The choices
are left to the player.
The last aspect of The Next War's Combat Result Table is its effect on the cadre
ratings of the belligerents. Any adjusted dieroll of 4-10 changes the cadre rating of the
units involved to 5. Attacking solely for the
purpose of increasing/decreasing cadre
ratings is uncommon, but may be a viable
consideration in select instances. ' Assume
you are assaulting a pocket of units as
previously described. With the defender
firmly entrenched you do not see much
chance of a breakthrough. Things could improve if you could lower the cadre rating of
the defending BAOR unit (6). Since this is

going to be a bloody little affair, why not
throw a small or depleted unit into the fray
hoping for an adjusted roll of 4-10. Other
reasons for this type of attack is a surplus of
divisions, a desperate situation, faith in your
ability to roll low numbers, or a desire to increase your own cadre rating from 3 or 4 to 5.
There is not much to say about defense
as pertains to the Combat Results Table. The
defender's objective is to form a line with as
few weak areas as possible. The most effective defensive position is one which yields the
most dice-roll modifiers. The Combat
Results Table does not dispense this,information. Third, there is no defensive position on
the map which cannot be reached. Units have
the capability of moving up to 50 movement
points in a single movement/combat phase.
With this type of mobility, there cannot be
any clearly defined defensive plan.
The prec.eding paragraphs have only
scratched the surface of the many factors
which will playa role in any game of The
Next War, This is a multi-layered game. It is
my opinion that the Combat Results Table is
the dominant factor in the game which ties
much information in with a simple enjoyable
game system . • •
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT:
The Next War as Supergame

by Stephen Donaldson
(Due to lack oj space in the rules
booklet, there were no Designer's Notes included in The Next War. By way oj compensation, we present the jolla wing two-part article as "expanded" designer's/developer's
notes, covering not only the major features
and innovations in the game The Next War,
but also a number oj comments on the process oj game design/development in general.
Just to spice things up a bit, there is at least
one lively controversy among the NW team
to be jound here; it's in Part II, on the CRT.
This article is based upon tape-recorded
interviews with Jim Dunnigan, who did the
original designjor The Next War, and Mark
Herman, the developer and contributing
deSigner. The author, who was in tensively involved in the game's development and
designed all the scenarios, has interviewed
himself where relevant.)
The Next War is about the most accurate simulation that can be done on its subject area and with its scale and still be playable: on this the entire design/ development
learn agrees. "That's what makes it state of
the art more than anything else," according
to Jim Dunnigan.

In producing this $28 behemoth, SP! invested an estimated 10,000 man-hours, exceeded its Research & Development budget
by some 50%, and provided substantial
employment to eight R&D employees. The
trials and tribulations of the game's development, which took almost a year, are a story
unto themselves, but in the end the effort
seems to have paid off, with the game selling
out as fast as it can be assembled by the SPI
Shipping Department,
According to Mark Herman, NW was
designed to be a complex game, the most
complex he has ever played. The game's
"fast rules" derived from a suggestion by
Joe Balkoski that the rules be modularized in
order to introduce players to the system. But
the heart of the game lies in the "optional"
ru les; Herman is quite emphatic abou t this ,
"The game itself is in the chrome, not in
the basic rules," said Herman, "it's really
designed to be played with everything, The
basic rules teach you how to move tanks
around - it could be a World War n game at
that point. The real nitty-gritty of the next
war is in the electronic warfare, the choppers, the jets, the nukes, the gas , etc. With-

out these it's just a game, it's no longer the
next war."
Jim Dunnigan also said the game was
"designed with the Pen tagon guys in mind so
they can easily plug in classified information."
The distinction between designer and
developer (both of them "game designers"
in the larger sense of the w'ord) was more
than usually blurred with NW. Explained
Herman: "Because of the huge salary differential between Jim and everybody else
working on it, any time Jim did something,
he essentially had to outline it to somebody
else and have them do it. I had to do a lot of
things that ordinarily the designer would do,
and this was difficult with such a huge
game. "
The Next War contains a great deal of
innovation, from basic system to optional
•'chrome". Asked about the problems of innovation in a supergame, Jim Dunnigan offered these reflections:
"The trouble with a lot of wargame
design is that there isn't a hell of a lot of innovation, for a number of reasons, One is
lack of imagination, another is the desire for
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security. People get mentally frozen. The advanlage of an experienced designer is that he
has the confidence to take chances, changing
not just one or two individual items but
whole combinations; that's when people get
nervous. What you need is the gonzo mentality that says, 'wha t the hell, let's try it.'"
Dunnigan mentioned John Hill and Richard
Berg as examples of this type of designer.
"But," he added, "you can't do it with impunity if you don'l have that experience
behind you."
"Trailblazing games," Dunnigan continued, "are done mostly not with big jumps,
but with a lot of little jumps. You walk to a
good design. It's a long hike, bu t you don't
go by bounds."
Asked what the biggest problem in
development was, Dunnigan laughed and
said it was getting Herman to pay attention
to the play testing_ Turning serious, Dunnigan said there were no real design problems; the real difficulty was in keeping the
whole project together. "Basically it's like a
recipe;" he said, "you can get all the ingredients in the proper order, but if you don't
pay attention to the cooking you can burn
it. "
The biggest problem of supergames in
general, he went on, is organization and
communications . "The biggest problem we
have with incompetent staff," he elaborated,
"is that they cannot communicate, they can't

stay in control of the project. " This is also a
major headache for the military, he noted .
Asked to respond to Dunnigan's comments on project coordination, Herman said
that for hi'm , NW "was a huge learning experience. It was ' the first time I'd used large
numbers of people . My efficiency increased
dramatically from beginning to end of the
project. "
Asked to describe the general course of
the game's development, Herman called the
game "a compendium of many people_ No
one person can claim to ha ve done The Next
War. I filled in the design gaps which Jim left
out and you [the author] - filled in the
development gaps which lien out. "
Warming to the subj ect, Herman likened the game to "The Creature that Ate
Sheboygan" (an upcoming SPI mini-game
carries that title). " [t started out as an updated NA TO game and then it grew like a
large green sloth. I really felt like I was
wrestling the game to the ground. It . was
playing itself, doing its own thing. Finally I
just decided, it has to stop here. The game
definitely became much more than I ever envisioned it would become: much larger, more
intensive, much more complicated. Any relationship it has with the NA TO game is purely
coinciden tal."
Herman noted t.hat the design-team
method is not the normal mode of operations
at SPI, but he said he believes it works, and

would like to see it used in the futu re for
other big games, particularly groundbreaking ones.
Waxing reflective, Herman noted that
NWbrought the author into SPI and tripled
Herman's own design experience. Herman
expressed a hope that fu ture big games would
get as much play testing as NW did.
One result of the extensive play testing,
which ran [or months on mini-maps (testing
the land combat system into the ground, so
to speak) and included two Campaign Games
(though neither to their full length), was that
there are "cases for odd situations, more so
than in any other large game," according to
Herman, who said this gave him a great deal
or satisfaction. Tom Hamilton and John
Butterfield both played crucial roles through
pJaytesting, Herman said.
Even extensive play testing will not call
all the complications of a game like NW to
the team's attention, however.
"Game designers will understand this,"
Herman concluded, "You do this game and
you're really happy about it; you think
you've thought of everything, and then
somebody comes up to you and asks, 'What
happens when Special Forces fight Special
Forces?' I think the look on anyone's face at
that poin t can be classic. "
The design team turns to specific
elements of The Next War in Part II, 10 be
published in MO YES 42. • •
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THENEXTWAR
ERRATA AND ADDENDA

as of September 1978
MAP ERRATA:
1. Hex C5008 is a City hex.
2. Hex NS232 is not Urban.
3. Hex COSOS is Urban.
4. The City of Nancy is at C0433, not C0432 .
5. Hex S0302 is nOt a City hex.
6 . . There is no nation al border along the Oder
River hexes C5812, C5913, C60 l 2, C6J 13.
7. AutobarlllS in hex C36311C3752 connect.
8. There is a bridge at N3532/N3632.
9. The Southeast map extension is in the
Central Air Sector .
10. Disregard the Milano bridges (hex 5 1828)
which do not run over rive rs.
) I. The hexside S4622/4623 is not an Alpine
hexside.
Note: There·is no AutObahn or bridge at C5715;
the map is correct.

COUNTER E:RRATA:
1. The West German 28th and 30th Brigades of
the 10th Panzer Division set-up he x is
S2901 for both brigades.
2. There is only one British Special Forces
unit, not [hree.

3. The Italian 1st Carabinieri Border BIl sets
up at S3518, nOt S2319.
4. The French AJouelte helicopter units with
set-up hex number S0016 on them actually
set up at S1006.
5 . The unit marked " IB/Car'" "S4525" of the
Italian army should be marked "2B/Car."
6 . The Frenc h 3rd Brigade/ll th Airborne
Division arrives Game-Turn 8, nOt
Game-Turn I .
7. The French II th Airborne Div ision base
should be marked "(xx)", not "x".
8. The Belgian 4th Brigade/16th Division sets
up at C20B, not C2103.
9. A Polish SAM-2 counter is at N5732,
not N5274.
10. Canadian air transport units are missing the
"Or" in front of thei·r reinforcement entry
Game-Turn number; these numbers are not
set-uD air field holding box numbers.
11 . All· three Austrian artillery regiments shou ld
have " B" rated flak, not "C" rated .
12. American Air Tr.ansport unit.s with an "82"
printed on the coun ter are transports for the
82nd Airborne. Division; tbey are 1101 set up

at Air Field Holding Box 1/82 .. but arrive
under t he provisions of Case 14.78.
13. Division base counters for the It alian
me(;hanized divisions have been omitted.
Players able to make up counters for these
division bases should use t.he values given to
the ltalian armored division bases . If no extra counter.1 are available, the Halian mechanized divisions may be broken down and
recombined withoul di.vision bases.
14. The British Westland helicopter units with
"Gt3" printed on the co?nters should read :
"Gt8" .

CHARTS AND TABU,S ERRATA:
[5.17) Movement Point Costs Chart.
a. There is no road' mode under combat costs.
Units in road mode may not attack .
b. Accelerated Assault is I point, not 8 points.
c. A hex containing both Rough 1 and Clear ter rain is treated as Rough I .
[21.36] Flak Suppression Table
Exchange the "5" and "6 +" colu mns under
"Total Air OroujJ Ground Attack Rating" so that
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the results listed under "5" now apply under
"6 + " and the results listed under "6 + " now apply under "5" .

RULES ERRATA:
[3.7] (addition) Combat Unit: A Combat Unit is

a division, brigade, regiment or battalion which is
not a support unit. Support Unit: A Support Unit
is an artiUery unit, division base. SSM unit, EW
unit, RR Regiment, FSH, assault engineer un it,
flak unit. or headquarters unit.
[5.4) (clarification) In no case maya unit expend
more than 50 Movement Points per movement and
combat phase.
[5.49] (addition) Fatigue Levels ha ve no effect on
the Movement Point cost ofrail movement.
[5.73] (addition) Leg Infantry units may not use
Road Mode. Warsaw Pact Leg Infantry units may
employ rail movement; this is the only time they
may use Road Mode.
[6.17] (addition) During a Friendly Movemenl
and Combat Phase a unit located in an enemy
Zone of Control may change mode , expending 8
Movement Points, from Tactical Mode to
Hedgehog Mode, or vice versa, or from Road
Mode to either Tactical Mode or Hedgehog Mode,
but may not change from any other Mode imo
Road Mode while in an enemy Zone of Control.
[7.16) (addition) Artillery does
not expend
Movement Points to add its offensi ve Barrage
Strength to a Friendly assault unless it is stacked
with the assault ing combat unit.
[7.29] (clarification) A unit using accelerated
assault which is out of general supply (or, when using organic supply rules, out of Ammunition
Points) SLOpS before entering an enemy ZOC.
[7.31] (clarification) Stated another way, a
Disengagement attempt is handled as if all the
enemy units from which the friendly unit is attempting to withdraw were attacking the
withdrawing unit; the unit which i. trying to
disengage is not treated like an attacking unit but
as a defender.
[7.34] (addition) Pursuit following disengagement may not bring the pursuing enemy unit into
the Zone of Control of a friendly unit other than
the one which successfully disengaged; such a
Zone of Control halts the pursuit.
[7.35] (addition) Pursuit following disengagement is never mandatory, unlike Advance after
Combat. and may be refused or discontinued at
any point by the Enemy Player.
[7.59] (addition) No unit may ever retreat over an
Alpine or impassable hexside.
[7.8] (addition) When more than one combat
unit is defending against a si ngle assault, die
modifications on the land CRT are made for best
terrain; worst supply state, worst fatigue level,
worst mode status; total of all step losses; and for
chemical warfare, EW, and "No ZOC" marker if
any of the defending combat units are affected by
them .
[8.45J (clarification) A unit cannot initiate combat if it is out of supply or, when using organic
supply rules, out of Ammunition Points.
[12.14] (correction) An llC12 Polish Mechanized Division breaks down into 2D I regiments, not
2Cl regiments.
[12.16] (correction) The components of West
German 2nd Jager Division are the 4th, 5th and
34th Brigades. The distinction between pz and PG
divisions is irrelevant; use the brigade numbers.
[12.57] (addition) The French Alpine Division
and the British armoured divisions break down into a division base and two - not three - combat
components.

[13.28] (clarification) All
Austrian
artillery
regiments are treated as independent units for purposes of organic supply (see Case 17.47).
[13.51) (addition) Such an attack does not con·
sume any Ammunition Points.
[13.63, 13.64. 13.75, 13.76] (correction) The
reference is to Case 8.34, not 8.35 .
[14.13] (addition) Airborne and airmobile units
may not be brought in at an air field located in an
Air Sector in which the Enemy Player has won
control of the Air Superiority or Air Interception
Level.
[14.42) (correction) Soviet marines brought in at
hex C6101 appear Game-Turn 3.

[14.76J (clarification) If the Reforger depots are
undefended, an assault is not required, only occupation of the hex.
[14.9] (addition) Air units may not be brought in
at an air field located in an air sector in which the
Enemy Player has won control of (he Air
Superiority or Air Interception Level.
[16.5] (clarification) Air units which are not allweather may not be moved from one air field to
another during bad weather.
[19.0] (correction) Pulses not used during the
plotted Game-Turn are not automatically expended.
[19.7] (correction) Add 1, not 4, to the Die
Modification.
[19.11] (Note) Air Pulses are never lost even if an
air unit performing a Nuclear Strike Mission is
eliminated due to Oak.
[20.~6] (addition) When both steps are damaged ,
keep the full-strength side face up and place a
"Damaged" marker on top of the counter.
(21.0] (deletion) delete the Note under Procedure.
[21.38] (addition) When playing with Section
33.0, a t1ak suppression mission requires reconnaissance spotting unless adjacent to a Friendlyoccupied hex.

(21.54J (correction) A Soviet division acquires
Flak Ammunition Points in accordance with Case
17.75 .
[21.61] (correction) Units with C or D Flak
Ratings do not expend Flak Ammunition Points
unless they are SAM sites or mobile flak units.
[21.65] (deletion) delete the case.
(22.0] (correction) Air units which are transferred from one air field to another without being
allocated are transferred at the conclusion of all
air combat.
[22.16, 22.25] (clarification) Helicopter units
may be moved from a damaged air field to another
air field , but may not perform missions from a
damaged air field.
[22.18] (addition) An unlimited number of
Polish air units may be allocated from Gdansk Air
Field Holding Box (#7) .
[22.19] (addition) Air units may not be transferred from one air field to another without being
allocated unless the Air Sector containing the air
field from which the transfer is to be made. the Air
Sector containing the destination air field. and anv
intervening Air Sectors are free of Enemy contr~l
of either the Air Superiority Level or the Air Interception Level.
[24.86] (deletion) delete this Case and all other

references to Swedish coastal waters .
[27.14] (Note) Attacks by land flak againsl naval

air are resolved on the Flak Combat Results Table
(Case 21.29).

[27.16] (addition) For purposes of combat, naval
air units are treated like surface naval units, except
that the defense strength of the naval air unit is a
function of its interception rating, according to the
following table:
Defense Strength
Interception Rating
0-3
I
4-6
2
3
7-9
4
10
[27.31) (addition) Bornholm (hex N5920) is also
a NATO naval air field. West German naval air
units have full use of Born holm .
[27.33] (addition) Naval air units that penetrate
the Balti.c Air Sector are also not affected by
damage to their air fields on the Game-Turn of
their capture.
(28.46] (addition) Air units which are MineDepleted and which spend one Naval Turn in an
undamaged Friendly naval air field are no longer
Mine Depleted .
[30.24] (addition) Helicopters may only be attacked by C- and D-rated flak at a range of 0 or I
hex. In attacks on helicopter units, A- and B-rated
flak may only attack on the C-rated column of the
Flak Combat Results Table (Case 21.29), and then
only at 0 range. A & B rated flak units do not expend flak ammunition points when attacking helicopters.
[31.9] (addition) When Special Forces units conclude a Vertical Assault (using the Special Forces
Vertical Assault Table, 31.35) into a hex containing Enemy Special Forces units, an equal number
of Special Forces units is eliminated on each side
until only one side has Special Forces units remaining in that hex. If the assaulting Special Forces
outnumber the defending Special Forces, the surviving Special Forces then proceed with the Special
Forces Assault Table (31.42).
[32.0] (addition to Procedure) Airborne and airmobile units must be in Tactical Mode in order to
be moved via helicopter or Air Transport Unit.
[32.13) (addition) Regiments of the US 2nd
Marine Division may be treated as airmobile when
using CH53 helicopter units.
[36.24] (addition) · In multi-hex combat, EW
works if it reaches into any of the defenders'
hexes .
[39.63] see 49.13
[40.31] (addition) Add to the Soviet set-up: one
Artillery unit (484-1).
(42.6] (addition) The West German 2nd Jager
Division may be combined as if the brigade which
is not in this Scenario has been eliminated (see
Case 12.7) . (NOte preceding Section 45 .0) (correction) The last sentence of the Note should read:
"The Cases in Sections 46.0, 47.0, and 48.0.
however, apply only to the Scenarios described
therein."
[45.3] see Counter Errata.
[45.53] (correction) Soviet air units listed under
Game-Turn 2 actually arrive as reinforcements
Game-Turn I.
[46.13,46.56,47.12 and 47.43] (addition) These
cases do nOt apply to the Berlin garrison.
[49.13] (correction) French units may use hex
C4907 as a source of general supply; American
units may use hexes C4908 or C5008 as sources of
general supply; British units may use hex C5007 as
a source of general supply.
[49.24] (addition) h. Warsaw Pact occupation of
either reforger depot. i. Presence of 4 or more
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Warsaw Pact divisions or division equivalents west
of the line in clause "c" above, whether or not ill
general supply.
[49.65] (correction) The third line of this Case
should read: "of the 1st Mechanized Divisio n arrive on Game-", not the 4lh Mechanized Division.
[51.21] (addi(ion) The restrictions produced by a
die roll of 1 or 2 are also lifted if any West German
land unit enters East Germany or blocks the only

Designer's Notes

{cominuedJrom page 1if

the map. It places a premium on defilade and
covering terrain, as well as on holding the
high ground.
(3) Weather: This has many different effects, mostly reducing visibility and rates of
movement. Among the possible conditions
are fog, rain, falling snow, ground snm\! and
mud.
(4) Night: There are complete rules for
night combat, including searchlights and
passive night equipment, as well as stars hell
illumination .
(5) Electronic Warfare: This provides
the_effects of r.a dio jamming and detection.
(6) Chemical Warfare: This rule features
three degrees of troop preparedness, lethal
and drifting lethal gas, and various incapacitating agents. In such an environment,
the Player must balance the risks of a
chemical attack against the decreased combal effectiveness of fully prepared units .
(7) Tactical Nuclear Weapons: We have
i.ncluded warheads in the 112 to 10 kiliton
range with a maximum blast radius of 11
hexes on the map. Their effects include burning forests, tree-blowdown, residual radiation and latent lethality. The possiblc deployment of neutron (enhanced radiation) warheads will also be included.
All in ali, quite a show . The doctrines of
the next war have yet to be written - Mech
War should present the problems, and,
perhaps, even suggest a few answers.
Tom Walczyk
Commando
The design work on the historical and
role-playing games have reached their conclusion. In the case of the historical game,
Greg Costikyan and I have added enough
chrome to outfit Ford's entire line for lhe
1979 season. The main reason, of course, is
to give players orthe role-playing game more
flexibility. Once Players have explored the
basic situations the game offers, they will
probably want to add more esoteric situations and unconventional weapons and
accoutrements . With this in mind , we have
added a complete set of modularized Optional Rules, so Players will nOl have to
create their own rules for uncovered situations all the time. However, the basic core of
the historical game remains comparatively
simple a nd eminently playable .
The role-playi ng game has undergone an
extensive redesign; the designer felt the game
was too slanted towards conventional roleplaying games and nOI. enough towards the

available line(s) of retreat for an East German unit
receiving a D result in combat.
[51.41] (correction) The 8th line should read "3
divisions", not 2.

AIR EXAMPLE ERRATA:
Page 29, right-hand column, line 28; see 22.0 erralUm above. Page 32, middle column, line 7

popular conception of World War II heroics
(the romanticization of mercenaries) . The
Player can now raise his character's Hero
Status to a point where he has the essentially
unreal and/or impossible abilities heroes in
the movies and books possess. Many thrills
for the type who always wanted to singJehandedly destroy the Guns of Navarone.
Eric Golc!berg
NATO Division Commander
It's getting to look more and more like
an actual NATO division commander's
headquarters in Play test Room 4. One waH is
covered with 1-50,000 scale maps of areas in
West Germany just west of the Fulda Gap,
all stamped with the U.S. Army stencil
"FOR OFFICiAL USE ONLY." The
strategic situation is depicted by a fully
mounted set-up of Next War on the opposite
wall. We keep track of how the big picture
affects our di vis ion by moving pieces in
magnetic holders on a section of the Next
War map mounted on the inside of the metal
door. The technological side of modern warfare is represented by the presence of SPI 's
n'ew microcomputer. It is used to keep our
division commander informed of the current
status of details - like available combat support assets, the amount of staffwork which
can be allocated in a given turn to brigade
and division headquarters, and the current
table of equipment and organization of the
division' s combat units (how many casualties
are they taking out on the front line?) As we
all know, computer wargaming as the wave
of the future gets nearer and nearer every
day, as the cost of microcomputers and
associated peripherals for home use gets
cheaper and cheaper. When the great day
comes, SP] will be ready. In the meantime,
since there are already a lot,.of 16K capacity
home microcomputers being sold, many of
them undoubtedly to SPI readers, we are
"investigating marketing possibilities," as
the saying goes . It's possible that when
NATO Division Commander comes out, it
may be accompanied by a cassette program
in BASIC capable of handling the whole
"bookkeeping" end of the game. Think of
it, nO more die-rolling!
Dave Zincavage
War In The East Quadrigame
Progress on this Quad has been slow in
recent weeks. Kiev is playing viell after the
game's designer, Joe Angiolillo, made some
changes to conform with those design parameters common to the quad . ROSfov was
pulled orr the playtest tables after a few

should read: Air Sector), he picks out 4 American
Fl JI units (B-9-9), and sends them individually in,
they each take ...
<

NOTE:

The rules refer to two sheets of Tracks and
Displays . However, bOlh the NATO and the Warsaw Pact Displays are on one perfo rated sheet.
Simply tear along lhe perforation in the middle of
this sheet to obtain two separate displays . • •

weeks or testing when I found the'infamous
weather rules determined the winner, and
that the C01J.ntermix had been increased from
100 to 200. In fact, all the War in the East
games will have 200 counters. Rostov returns
to testing this week . Von Manstein: The
Back-hand Blow, now being designed by
Brent Nosworthy, starts play testing this
week and Korsun Pocket is still on the way
John Butterfield
from Steve Patrick .
Kiev
The Kiev game from the World War II
Eastern Front Quad is coming along nicely.
Not only is it a game for the beginner, but it
fits nicely as a game where two advanced
garners square off and win by exploiting the
smallest of errors. As a simulation, the
results are astounding. The German attack in
the Kiev campaign netted 650,000 Russians
and numerous vehicles and supplies. It was
the largest encirclement in history, and is a
classic example of an armored battle to
pocket the enemy. The game flows exactly as
it did historically (the Lage Os! maps from
the National Archives in Washington provide exact daily locations of all divisions on
both sides during the campaign).
A few problems occurred between the
historical aspect of Eastern Front warfare
and the nature of the Panzergruppe
Guderian system, but a lengthy discussion
between the designer and the quad coordinator resulted in a compromise. German
Panzer regiments are no longer as powerful
on defense as they are on attack - that's
what the motorized infantry regiments of the
Panzer Divisions are there for. Similarly, the
infantry divisions are stronger on defense
than attack, as was proven in the war progression . The step reduction system for German units still remains. You won't know the
exact strengths of individual German units
unless you look them up in the Designer's
Notes (if they are printed), but the game does
not suffer from the lack of unit individuality,
and neither does the simulation of the campaign. The weaker strength Germans, those
mauled defending the Dnepr bridgehead in
the center, are weakened units and do not
follow the step formal exactly, so important
unit differentiations do exist.
If you like to attack and defend, advance and crush, surround and smash, you'll
love this game. The tactical possibilities are
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plentiful for both sides.
Armada
Armada is in a late stage of development. Sterling Hart has done a great job of

